We present a kinetic Monte Carlo study of the dynamical response of a Ziff-Gulari-Barshad model for CO oxidation with CO desorption to periodic variation of the CO pressure. We use a square-wave periodic pressure variation with parameters that can be tuned to enhance the catalytic activity. We produce evidence that, below a critical value of the desorption rate, the driven system undergoes a dynamic phase transition between a CO 2 productive phase and a nonproductive one at a critical value of the period and waveform of the pressure oscillation. At the dynamic phase transition the period-averaged CO 2 production rate is significantly increased and can be used as a dynamic order parameter. We perform a finite-size scaling analysis that indicates the existence of power-law singularities for the order parameter and its fluctuations, yielding estimated critical exponent ratios β/ν ≈ 0.12 and γ/ν ≈ 1.77. These exponent ratios, together with theoretical symmetry arguments and numerical data for the fourth-order cumulant associated with the transition, give reasonable support for the hypothesis that the observed nonequilibrium dynamic phase transition is in the same universality class as the two-dimensional equilibrium Ising model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of nonequilibrium statistical models is a subject of current interest in a broad range of fields such as chemical reactions, fluid turbulence, chaos, biological populations, growth-deposition processes, and even economics [1, 2] . In particular, the study of surface reaction systems has received a great deal of attention [3] . These systems not only constitute a fruitful laboratory for exploring critical phenomena associated with out-of-equilibrium statistical physics, but they can also play an important role in the development of more efficient catalytic processes. Catalytic reactions are widespread in nature and have many industrial and technological applications [4, 5] .
Several experiments show that it is possible to increase the efficiency of catalytic reactions by subjecting the system to periodic external forcing [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Monte Carlo simulations of the Ziff, Gulari, and Barshad (ZGB) model without desorption [13] indicate that an enhancement of the catalytic activity is observed when the system is perturbed by a periodic force that drives it briefly into the CO poisoned state [13, 14] . However, it is well known that the ZGB model does not reproduce several important aspects of catalytic processes, such as lateral diffusion [15] and CO desorption [16] . In the present study we neglect diffusion and concentrate on the effects of CO desorption. For brevity we will refer to this model as the ZGB-k model [16] .
Other work by the present authors [17] indicates that near the coexistence line between the active and the CO poisoned regime, the decay times of the metastable states are different if the ZGB-k model is driven into the CO poisoned state from the active phase, or if it is driven into the active phase from the CO poisoned state. Based on this result, we expect that the catalytic activity of the system will increase when the system is subjected to periodic variation of the external CO pressure, only when one takes into account that the time it takes the system to decontaminate is different from the time it takes it to contaminate. Furthermore, we show that the ZGB-k model, driven by an oscillating CO pressure, undergoes a dynamic phase transition, similar to the one observed in Ising [18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] , anisotropic Heisenberg [27, 28] , and XY models [29] , driven by an oscillating applied field.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we define the model and describe the Monte Carlo simulation techniques used. In Sec. III we present and discuss the numerical results obtained when subjecting the model to a periodic variation of the external CO pressure. Finally, we present our conclusions in Sec. IV.
II. MODEL AND SIMULATIONS
The original ZGB model without desorption [13] describes some kinetic aspects of the reaction CO+O → CO 2 on a catalytic surface in terms of a single parameter: the probability y that the next molecule arriving at the surface is CO. This parameter is proportional to the partial pressure of CO and will loosely be referred to as the CO pressure. The model exhibits two transitions, a continuous one at low CO pressure to an oxygen-saturated surface, and a discontinuous one at a higher CO pressure to a CO saturated surface. When desorption is included, the distinction between the high and low CO coverage phases disappears for a desorption rate k above a critical value, k c ≈ 0.0406 [16, 17] . There is evidence that the nonequilibrium phase transition at k c is in the same universality class as the two-dimensional kinetic Ising model at equilibrium [16] . Below k c there are well-defined low and high coverage phases, separated by a discontinuous, nonequilibrium phase transition. This picture is consistent with experimental observations on catalytic surfaces that show transitions between low and high coverage phases [6, 10, 11, 12] .
The ZGB model with CO desorption is simulated on a square lattice of side L that represents the catalytic surface. A Monte Carlo simulation generates a sequence of trials: adsorption with probability 1 − k and desorption with probability k. A site is selected at random. In desorption, if the site is occupied by a CO it is vacated, if not the trial ends. In adsorption, if the site is occupied the trial ends, if not a CO or O 2 molecule is selected with probability y or 1 − y (the relative impingement rates of CO and O 2 ), respectively. A CO molecule can be adsorbed at the empty site if none of its nearest neighbors are occupied by an O atom. Otherwise, one of the occupied neighbors is selected at random and removed from the surface, liberating a CO 2 molecule. O 2 molecules require a nearest-neighbor pair of vacant sites to adsorb. Once an O 2 molecule is adsorbed, it dissociates into two O atoms.
If an O atom is located next to a site filled with a CO molecule, they react to form a CO 2 molecule that escapes, leaving two sites vacant. This process mimics the CO + O → CO 2 surface reaction. 
III. RESULTS
Our simulations were performed on a square lattice of L×L sites, assuming periodic boundary conditions. The time unit is one Monte Carlo step per site (MCSS), in which each site is visited once, on average.
The coverages θ CO and θ O are defined as the fraction of surface sites occupied by CO and O, respectively, and R CO 2 is defined as the rate of production of CO 2 . In Fig. 1 we show the dependence on the external constant CO pressure y of the average value of the coverages and the CO 2 production rate: θ CO , θ O and R CO 2 , respectively. There are two inactive regions, y < y 1 (y 1 seems to be fairly independent of k, as expected because of the absence of CO on the surface at this point) and y > y 2 (k), corresponding to the cases in which the surface is saturated with O and CO, respectively. For y 1 < y < y 2 (k), there is an active window where the system produces CO 2 . Notice that the maximum value of R CO 2 is reached as y 2 (k) is approached from the low-θ CO phase.
One way to perturb the catalytic oxidation process in order to increase the CO 2 production is by switching the external pressure back and forth across the discontinuous transition y 2 (k) [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . It has been shown that when the ZGB system without desorption is quickly oscillated between the low and high θ CO phases by a periodic variation of the external pressure, there is considerable enhancement of the catalytic activity [13, 14] . The period and amplitude of the driving pressure must be calibrated very carefully in order to avoid driving the system irreversibly toward the CO poisoned state.
In other work [17] we have calculated the lifetimes associated with the decay of the metastable states of the ZGB-k model. The system was prepared in the low (high) CO coverage phase with an initial pressure y i < y 2 (k) (y i > y 2 (k)), and then y was suddenly changed to y f > y 2 (k) (y f < y 2 (k)). We then measured the time it took the system to leave the metastable state in both cases. We found that the lifetimes depend on the direction of the process, the decontamination time τ d (from high to low CO coverage) being different from the poisoning time τ p (from low to high CO coverage). Inspired by this result, we decided to subject the system to an oscillating pressure y(t) that in a period
takes the values ,
located at both sides of the transition point, i.e., y l < y 2 (k) < y h (see Fig. 2 (a)). We found that, for each selection of y l and y h , by tuning t d and t p , the times that the driving force spends in the low and high coverage regions respectively, we could increase the productivity of the system. In Fig 2(b) it is seen that the response to the periodic pressure shown in Fig 2(a) , the CO 2 production rate R CO 2 , also exhibits an oscillatory behavior. We therefore use its period-averaged value, defined as
as the dynamic order parameter. For the parameters used in Fig. 2 , the long-time average of r is r = 0.2683, 11% higher than the maximum average CO 2 production rate for constant y, R CO 2 max = 0.2414. (Compare Fig. 1 and Fig 2(b) .)
By averaging r over many periods of oscillation (of the order of 2 × 10 3 ), we found that, depending on the values of t d and t p , the system has two well-defined regimes: a productive one with r > 0, and a nonproductive one with r ≈ 0, separated by a transition line in the (t p , t d ) plane. Fig. 3 shows density plots of r in terms of t d and t p for two choices of y l and y h . Fig. 4(a) , the system takes longer to be decontaminated than to be poisoned, i.e., τ d > τ p , suggesting that the transition line (corresponding to the region of high CO 2 production) lies in the region t d > t p , as can be seen in Fig. 3 (a) . When y l and y h are selected as in Fig. 4(b) , the system takes less time to be decontaminated than to be poisoned, i.e., τ d < τ p .
Then the transition line is expected to lie in the region t d < t p , as seen in Fig. 3 (b) . The location of the transition line in each case is schematically indicated in Fig. 4(c) . In Fig. 5 it can be seen how the average CO 2 production, r , depends on t d for two different values of t p and k. When k = 0.01, Fig. 5 (a) shows [consistent with Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b) ] that the system has two well-defined dynamic phases, one with r > 0 and the other with r ≈ 0. When k is increased to 0.04, the system changes continuously from one phase to the other, as seen in Fig. 5 (b) and Fig. 6 . This behavior suggests that for low values of k, the system has a dynamic phase transition (DPT) between a high CO 2 productive dynamic phase and a nonproductive one. This is reminiscent of the behavior of ferromagnetic Ising or anisotropic XY or Heisenberg spin systems driven by a periodically oscillating field [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] .
Universality and finite-size scaling are well-known tools to analyze critical phenomena. Near a second-order equilibrium phase transition, the order-parameter correlation length diverges, leading to power-law singularities in terms of the finite system size L [30] . Following the lead of previous applications to the DPT in the kinetic Ising model driven by an oscillating field [23, 24] , we use the period-averaged CO 2 production rate r as a dynamic order parameter and perform a finite-size scaling analysis of its fluctuations and mean value.
We define a measure of the fluctuations in r in a L × L system in the standard way as
and measure X L as a function of t d for a fixed value of t p and several values of L. Analogous to the situation at a second-order equilibrium phase transition, the order-parameter fluctuations increase with the system size, such that the maximum value of X L scales as 
with L fixed at a relatively small value (here, L = 80), and b > 1. For large L and b, the correction term is proportional to f /(g ln b), so that the exponent can be estimated by plotting the left-hand-side of Eq. (4) vs 1/ ln b and extrapolating to 1/ ln b = 0, as in Fig. 8(b) . The resulting estimate is again γ/ν = 1.77 ± 0.02.
To obtain an estimate for the exponent ratio β/ν, we used the scaling relation for the order parameter at the critical point, r n ∼ L −n(β/ν) , (again with the possibility of a nonscaling background, which can be quite significant for r) to plot the left-hand side of for L = 80 vs 1/ ln b, as shown in Fig. 9 . For lack of a better estimate of the transition point, r n were measured at the values of t d corresponding to the maxima of X L . A linear fit that takes into account all four system sizes gives β/ν = 0.14 ± 0.06 for n = 2 and β/ν = 0.10 ± 0.03 for n = 4. As a combined estimate, we take β/ν = 0.12 ± 0.04, where the error bar includes some measure of our uncertainty about a nonscaling background and other finite-size effects.
Combining the exponent estimates we find
where d is the spatial dimension. This result agrees with hyperscaling [31] and indicates that our finite-size scaling results are internally consistent [32] . Results very similar to the ones presented above were obtained selecting the period-averaged CO coverage as the order parameter, instead of r.
Our estimated exponent ratios are very close to the analogous two-dimensional equi- β/ν = 5/48 ≈ 0.104 with ν = 4/3 ≈ 1.33 [33] ). One way to verify the universality class without calculating ν directly (which would require much more accurate data than we have available), is to consider another universal quantity, such as the fixed-point value of the fourth-order order-parameter cumulant ("Binder cumulant") [30] ,
where • L denotes the average over the whole time series of r for an L × L system. This cumulant is shown vs t d for different L in Fig. 10 . The maximum possible value of u L is 2/3, which is reached in the dynamically ordered phase, provided that ergodicity is not broken or that r L is exactly known. This is not so in the present case, and so the cumulant is nonmonotonic, becoming negative deep in both the dynamically ordered (large t d ) and disordered (small t d ) phases. With sufficiently accurate data, the curves representing u L for different L cross or touch at a common point, which represents an estimate for the critical value of the control variable (here, t d ) that is quite insensitive to corrections to scaling. The value of u L at this fixed point, u * , is a universal quantity characteristic of the particular universality class. In the present case, the accuracy of our data is not sufficient to use the crossing point as an estimate for the critical value of t d (we have instead used the maxima of X L ). However, u * is seen to be in the vicinity of 0.6, consistent with the very accurately known value for the two-dimensional Ising universality class, u * Ising = 0.6106901(5) [34] . Even though it is not very accurately determined, the value of u * observed for the present system is unlikely to be as low as the value for random percolation, u * Perc ≈ 0.555 [35] . Our total numerical finite-size scaling evidence thus points in the direction that the DPT in this system belongs to the two-dimensional equilibrium Ising universality class, together with other DPTs in far-from-equilibrium systems, such as the one observed in the two-dimensional kinetic Ising model driven by an oscillating applied field [23, 24, 25, 36 ].
An independent indication that the DPT in this system belongs to the equilibrium Ising universality class, is a symmetry argument due to Grinstein, Jayaprakash, and He [37] , who argued that the equilibrium Ising universality class extends to nonequilibrium cellular automata that (i) have local dynamics, (ii) do not conserve the order parameter or other auxiliary fields, and (iii) respect the Ising up-down symmetry. This result was later extended by Bassler and Schmittmann [38] , using renormalization-group arguments, to systems that obey conditions (i) and (ii) above, but violate (iii), such as some driven lattice gases. The ZGB-k model satisfies these requirements, and it should thus belong to the equilibrium Ising class on symmetry grounds.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the dynamic response of the ZGB model with CO desorption (the ZGB-k model [16] ) to periodic variations of the relative CO pressure y, around the coexistence value y 2 (k) that separates the low and high CO-coverage phases. There is an asymmetry of the lifetimes of the model: its decontaminating time τ d generally differs from the contaminating time τ p . We exploited this fact by selecting a square-wave periodic CO pressure that stays for a time t d in the high-production region and for a time t p in the low-production one. We found that t d and t p can be tuned to significantly enhance the timeaveraged catalytic activity of the system beyond its maximum value under constant-pressure conditions -a result we believe should be of applied significance.
We also found strong indications that, for sufficiently low values of the desorption rate, this driven nonequilibrium system undergoes a dynamic phase transition between a dynamic phase of high CO 2 production, r > 0, and a nonproductive phase r ≈ 0. As the order parameter for this nonequilibrium phase transition we used the period-averaged rate of CO 2 production, r. Our study shows that the distinction between these phases disappears for a high enough desorption rate. Applying finite-size scaling techniques in a similar fashion to what is commonly done to study equilibrium second-order phase transitions, we found that, for small values of the CO desorption rate k, the fluctuations of the order parameter diverge as a power law with the system size, X and together with general symmetry arguments [37, 38] they represent reasonable evidence that this far-from equilibrium phase transition belongs to the same universality class as the equilibrium Ising model. A a higher level of confidence about the universality class would require simulations at least an order of magnitude more extensive than the ones presented here -a task beyond the scope of the present paper.
Finally, we note that the enhancement of the CO 2 production and the continuous DPT are probably closely related phenomena since the critical cluster associated with the phase transition is likely to provide more empty sites available for O 2 adsorption near adsorbed CO molecules, than the sharp interfaces expected near the first-order coexistence line seen under constant-y conditions.
